Bordeaux En Primeur: 2018 Vintage
Investment Perspectives:
Quality Meets Market Momentum

The 2018 Vintage

The 2018 vintage En Primeur (“EP”) campaign
combines a year of undoubted quality – particularly
at the “investment grade” end of the spectrum – with
a now sustained buyer/investor momentum around
EP, the high demand for 2015 and 2016 followed last
year by a reassuringly good level of interest in the non
“benchmark” 2017 vintage.

Indeed, we have already seen a substantial pre-release
demand, accompanied by encouraging pricing signs from the sole release so far, Angelus.
The investment attractiveness of EP is clearly premised on pricing and will always be
on a release-by-release basis, but we have reason for positivity as we look ahead to the
upcoming releases.

Below some of our experts give their views on the upcoming campaign, before we
consider in more detail the background and investment outlook for the vintage.

Gary Boom, Managing Director

Bordeaux is such an interesting market sector at the
moment; we spent much of 2018 hearing or reading
of the decline of Bordeaux trading, at the same time
as we were posting record volumes, especially on our
LiveTrade two-way market-making platform.

We are convinced of the quality of the 2018 vintage but
this is only part of the equation. Without buyer appetite and interesting pricing, then it is
an academic exercise. Fortunately this year we see already that we have the former – in
quantity – and have early signs which give us optimism on the latter.

David Thomas, Sales Director

Assisting Jacques and Fiona at Le Pin for the entire
harvest period was a once in a lifetime experience
(except I am returning this year!). I saw for myself
the quality and clean nature of the fruit, the
noteworthy smaller/compact berries and lower juice
volume, and the unique weather cycle leading to
the balance of ripeness and acidity. Flexibility over
picking-timing is a luxury in some vintages but a necessity in a year like this – and here it
opened the door for an extremely exciting vintage indeed.

Having tasted across the board on both banks, it is at times alongside, and in certain wines
better than, the magnificent 2016 vintage. The wines that really worked showed extreme
purity of fruit, very evident but mature tannins, and wonderful ripeness and sweetness,
with the balancing freshness. Pricing will be key, as always, but quality is the ultimate
foundation – and it is there in 2018.

Matthew O’Connell, Head of Wine Investment

We are positive on the potential for the forthcoming
campaign: one of wine’s strengths as an asset class
is its favourably evolving supply-demand imbalance,
so where we see compelling wines, upfront
demand, and – hopefully – sensible release pricing,
then it is time to sharpen focus.

There is no doubt EP lost some of its buyer momentum across the 2011-2014 vintages,
but this has reversed significantly in recent years and where back then we would have
been content from an availability perspective to hold back, we prefer now to invest in the
right wines at the earliest stage.

Vintage Overview

There is little merit in us re-writing here a full
overview of the vintage and our tasting visits – this
is comprehensively covered on BI’s website and well
worth a read.

On the investment side we visit Bordeaux as much for
the winemaker conversations and “feel” around the
vintage as for the tasting itself. Cutting through hype
and self-interest, there is no substitute for seeing who
rates their wines, how they honestly compare the
vintage to its predecessors and so on.
1)

It is clear that the conditions of the vintage were – overall – suitable to create

wines of a quality such that 2018 will be considered “benchmark”, alongside 2005, 2009,
2010, 2015 and 2016. This is a key distinction to make as it affects the future trading
patterns of many of the wines

2)

Furthermore, our informed perception is that many of the upper-end winemakers

/ chateaux genuinely think that the wines they have made are A++ quality in the context
of their own recent efforts. While one should be wary of hype, it is also important to
bear in mind who knows the wines the best and to take such thoughts into account
when considering potential

3)

An apparently lack of homogeneity (vs. 2016 for example) is debatable (e.g.

Suckling disagrees, Wine Advocate firm on the point), but is of more relevance to the
drinker than the investor – specifically, if a vintage is less consistent but with greater
peaks, it is mostly these top wines which will be of interest to us. A Lisa Perrotti-Brown
comment illustrates the point: “At the very peak of quality, the 2018s are mind-blowingly
incredible”

4)

The vintage is neither very low production nor plentiful. Conditions in late Spring

and later berry evolution both reduced the crop to a greater or lesser extent depending
on the specific chateau. It is in most cases not a big factor here, but less is more in an
investment context

5)

The vintage is one where tannins are a significant element of the profiles of the

wines. Does this lean towards later consumption (early drinking is clearly an investmentpositive)? This is a consideration but it is our view that the majority of the earlier-stage
consumption dynamics today (Asia in particular) lean towards name and physical
availability rather than “readiness”. For completeness though, another Lisa Perrotti-Brown
comment is interesting: “I anticipate that these wines will take less time to come around
and enter their drinking windows than say the 2005s or 2010s”

Market Context

As always, EP needs to be viewed not in isolation but in the context of recent campaigns,
the broader secondary market and the wider economic environment into which the
wines will be offered.

Whilst much positivity can be taken from both 2015 and 2016 (the most recent benchmark vintages) which were broad-based and enthusiastically received, we must recognize that
compared to EP of old, successes from an investment perspective tend to arise in the context of
the top 20 wines rather than more broadly. 2017
was a useful reference point in this context as
“good but not great” vintages tend to emphasise
market trends – we saw that where price and
perceived quality were acceptable (indeed not
necessarily better than acceptable), releases saw
good interest; where either element dipped, the response was very binary in the other
direction.

2016 was a vintage where release prices were significantly up on the previous (also
benchmark) year. So while gains from the 2015 EP campaign to today are a universally
positive story, looking at the newly-physical 2016 prices today is perhaps more interesting. Wines have in general performed, or in some cases at least are heading in the right
direction – where they have not, they fall into clear categories: i) overly-ambitious Super-Seconds or similar; and ii) certain Right Bank stars.

When examining what we need to see in pricing for 2018 to have merit, there is no onesize-fits-all answer. 2016 is an obvious reference point given the positive-but-modest
gains from many EP wines in that vintage, as are – inevitably – the trading prices of the
2009s, 2010s and 2015s.

Where prices are in the same area as 2016 release prices, we would want to see clear
comparable quality, as well as the relevant back benchmark vintages having higher prices
(where scores are similar) – even then, we would approach such wines selectively.

Equally, the idea that an outsized discount is required to make EP worthwhile lacks relevance in today’s market; EP offers a key opportunity to access wines in volume in order to
diversify existing physical portfolios. If the new release compares on balance favourably
in quality and relative price terms, then it merits careful
consideration rather than assessment against an arbitrary discount “hurdle”. Overlays of likely trading momentum, broader wine-specific demand and so on will
ultimately dictate lack of / modest portfolio additions vs.
large incremental purchases.

In terms of macro-economic factors, the non-physical
nature of EP is something of a red herring. While potential large currency movements from Brexit (to the extent
a No Deal exit is actually still a possibility), as well as demand impact if US-China trade dynamics deteriorate significantly are both of relevance to
the outlook for fine wine prices, EP wines are no more vulnerable than physical vintages,
beyond the somewhat lower liquidity.

We currently have a cautiously positive outlook on the market as a whole (with Bordeaux
as an Outperform, spreads vs. Burgundy hugely
strained as they are); there is no reason not to
overlay this onto the 2018 EP campaign.

Initial Critical Reception
In some ways the fine wine market is still adapting to the post-Parker world with its
multitude of voices vying for attention. The absence of Neal Martin from EP this year has
reignited interest in this specific topic given the respect of many in the UK market for his
tasting ability, particularly in Bordeaux.

However, from an investment
perspective, our recent experience is
that market demand is ready to follow
trusted voices, with these including
the Wine Advocate (now Lisa Perrotti
Brown), Vinous (Antonio Galloni OR
Neal Martin), and James Suckling. 2017
was interesting in this context as Neal
Martin had a materially more negative
perspective on the vintage vs. others, but we saw market activity follow the other critics as
much or more than they did Martin.

There is also a movement on this topic towards thinking that a relative critical consensus
is now necessary for a wine to gain momentum. In reality so far there has been little
proof of this – for every high-performing “Quadruple 100 Pointer” Haut Brion 2015, there
are many equally successful wines like Sassicaia 2016 where scores were divergent.
Consensus may be the ultimate validation, but an emphatic review from any one of the
key critics is more than enough to drive momentum.

So far we have seen reports from Suckling and the Wine Advocate, both of whom are
hugely positive on the top wines which are of focus to us in an investment context.
Suckling on balance scores the top 2018s higher than the 2016s and 2015s, while the
Wine Advocate posts scores averaging between 2016 and 2015 (the three vintages sitting
in a pretty tight range).

Focus Areas
The aforementioned importance of the balance of price and quality/score in the context
of the secondary market means that we have primarily been guiding our investors /
portfolios towards a provisional allocation of funds into the vintage but adopting a “waitand-see” approach for specifics. However, three observations may be noteworthy:

1)

At prices in the right “zipcode”, we expect that many of the top Left Bank wines (and

their high-performing second wines) will merit serious consideration and see outsized
demand

2)

The Right Bank’s momentum has been a little more patchy in recent campaigns but

the particularly compelling top – likely “legendary” in some cases – wines from 2018 may
remedy this. Rarity value is always a little more at play for these wines

3)

Price sensitivity around “Super Seconds” will continue to be sharp, with performance

lacking in some names – the positive trajectory of eg Cos and Montrose are the exception
not the rule

